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Welcome to the Sinclair QL and 
Quanta Silver Jubilee.



• Clive Marles Sinclair born  to George William Carter Sinclair and Thora
Edith Ella Sinclair near Richmond, Surrey on 30th July 1940

• His father and grandfather were both engineers
• Attended Box Grove Preparatory School
• Took O-levels at Highgate School in 1955
• Took S-levels (physics & maths) at St George’s College, Weybridge
• Built a “punch card” binary calculating machine in his early teens
• Built radios etc for his family and friends while still in his teens

• Joined Practical Wireless as an editorial assistant in 1958
• Becomes Editor at just 18 years old!
• Joined Bernard Babani book publishers same year
• Joins MENSA in 1959
• Registers Sinclair Radionics  Ltd on 25/07/1961
• Joins United Trade Press as a technical editor in 1962
• Marries Ann Trevor-Briscoe in December 1962
• First Sinclair Radionics Ltd advert in November 1962
• First product – Sinclair micro-amplifer
• Sinclair Slimline radio launched in Feb 1963
• Quickly gains a reputation as an electronics miniaturisation pioneer

• Moves company to Cambridge in 1967 as turnover hits £100,000
• Continued expansion takes company to St. Ives in 1972
• Sinclair Executive pocket calculator launched in 1972
• Cambridge range make Sinclair number one calculator seller in the UK
• Black Watch wristwatch and DM2 multimeter launched in 1975
• Additional funding from National Enterprise Board sought in 1976
• Sinclair Research formed in 1979 after previous company split up
• Sinclair ZX80 computer launched in February 1980 – 100,000 sold!
• ZX81 launched in March 1981 – 1,000,000 sold in two years!
• Spectrum launched in 1982, breaks all sales records!
• Guardian Young Businessman of the Year and Computing’s Person Of The Decade

in 1983 then knighted in June 1983, so becomes Sir Clive Sinclair
• Flat screen pocket TV launched September 1983
• QL launched on 12th January 1984
• Sinclair C5 launched in 1985
• Sinclair computer business sold to Amstrad in the summer of 1986
• Shaye Communications launched in 1986 to develop digital phones
• Anamartic launched in 1986 to develop Wafer Scale Integration technology
• Z88 portable computer launched by Cambridge Computer Limited in 1987
• Starts producing ‘flat’ satellite dishes in 1989
• Zike and Zeta electric bicycle technology launched
• X1 FM button radio launched in 1997, then Z1 micro AM radio in 1999
• Launched Wheelchair Drive Unit in 2000 providing electric assistance for wheelchairs
• Develops the A-bike foldable portable bicycle



The Sinclair QL was Sir Clive Sinclair's first 
serious attempt at a computer for business. 

The QL signalled a move away from Sinclair's 
previous use of the Z80 processor to a multi-
tasking system based on a 68008 processor 

and 8049 second processor.



Whilst the QL did not find its way into the hands 
of users until later in 1984, 12.01.84 was the 

date when Sinclair invited journalists to a high 
profile launch event at the Intercontinental 

Hotel, Hamilton Place, in London.

An invitation 
letter to the 

event



Clive Sinclair Clive Sinclair 
proudly shows proudly shows 

a QL.a QL.

NCE 
27/1/90



Sir Clive Sinclair

Alison Maguire ‐
Software Director

Nigel Searle –
Managing Director

David Karlin –
Hardware Designer

Jan Jones –
SuperBASIC author

Tony Tebby –
QDOS Operating 
System designer



After the inevitable Sinclair delivery delays, QLs
started arriving with customers in April 1984. Once
the initial problems with the unfinished operating

system, buggy SuperBASIC and slow version 1 Psion
Software had been dealt with, things began to settle 
down and users began to see that they were getting a 

pretty good system.
The system ROMs soon changed from the problematical

version FB ROMs to more usable AH, JM and JS
ROMs. The QL had a large, impressive user guide

to get you going, unlike some computers at the
time. The QL was supplied with the Abacus, Archive,

Easel and Quill programs, and some lucky users
even got a free games cartridge! The QL could

multitask, it had a good structured version of BASIC
and once software and third-party  hardware started

flowing the QL was soon in full swing!



From QL User, Oct 1984From QL User, Oct 1984

Tony TebbyTony Tebby

All was not well in the Sinclair camp,
however. Tony Tebby, the designer 
of the QDOS operating system
(who had apparently been recruited
to work on Sinclair flat screen TVs
originally) was so appalled at the

From QL User, Oct 1984

premature launch of the QL 
and the promise of a six-
week delivery that he 
handed in his resignation 
just after the launch on 12th

January, although he stayed 
a little longer before leaving 
to form his own QL company, 
QJump, which became 
associated with many 
innovative QL products.

The QL was to have used GST’s 68k/OS operating system, but 
Sinclair wanted an OS which would fit in 48K of ROM, so used 

Tony Tebby’s QDOS instead, and GST sold 68k/OS separately.



CP/M 80 from PCML

OS/9

CP/M 68K from 
Quest

Sinclair hoped that the QL would
become successful in the educational
and training fields like the BBC micro.



Pages from an 
Open University 

QL course 
document from 

1986.



After the launch of the QL,
Sinclair commissioned some
market research to find out
how best to market the QL to
novice users and non-specialist
business or professional users.

One result of this was a slogan
that Sinclair would use often:

“The most enjoyable introduction
to serious computing.”

This allowed the QL to be seen
as a ‘serious’ machine, though
fun to use and suitable for
beginners. It also emerged that
the QL manual looked quite
impressive, so it became 
prominent in ensuing adverts.



Sinclair’s QL Software Catalogue





Transform black
plastic storage box

The Microdrive Wallet

An inside look at the
QL’s microdrive drives

Psion founder David
Potter beside the VAX
minicomputer system on
which the QL software

was developed

Psion was formed in October 1980 and made its name with ZX Spectrum software.
It was formed as Potter Scientific Instruments, but since the PSI abbreviation was
used by another company, it became known as Psion. In August 1982, Psion decided to

develop an affordable business software suite and in Feb 1983 when the software
was being developed on a VAX minicomputer, discussions began about putting it on a QL.
On April 4th 1983, Psion began work on coding the software on the VAX. A BBC micro had

to be used as a graphics terminal for the VAX (which had no hires graphics of its own)
to develop Easel, and some of the packages were workign with rack-based early QLs by

Late Summer 1983 and after a very busy Christmas period the packages were just about 
ready to show at the launch of the QL on January 12th 1984!

Martin Brown, Martin Stamp, 
Colly Myers and Charles Davies, 
team leaders for the Psion QL 

software packages



• Quill, Archive, Abacus and Easel weren’t just 
made for the QL. After the first versions of 
the QL software were replaced with version 2 
(and later version 2.3) Psion made separate 
versions of the 4 packages and sold them 
under the name ‘PC Four’.

• An integrated suite called Xchange was also 
developed and sold for various computer 
platforms – note the price in the advert!

• Xchange first appeared on QDOS systems 
when it was included with the Thor computer 
system from CST and Dansoft, and a version 
of this was later independently ‘hacked’ for 
QL systems…

Recognising the need for a QL user group as soon as the QL was
launched, Leon Heller and Brian Pain quickly set about launching the
independent QL Users’ Group in early 1984. At first, the organisation
was known as IQLUG. The name ‘Quanta’ referred to the newsletter
until the group’s name was changed to Quanta in June 1985.Leon Heller

Leon Heller was a self-employed consultant, while Brian Pain lectured
in accountancy at a college of higher education. They had formed
the National TRS80 and Genie Users Group (NATGUG) in 1979 and
thought that they “would organise something along the same lines
when the QL came along.”

With Leon’s experience of 68000/68008 systems and the C language
plus some early and unfinished QL documentation manuals, this
enabled them to get the first issue out by February 1984, several
weeks before the first QLs were sent out to customers. In fact,
Leon had written the first newsletter himself in order to get the
first issue out quickly, although the aim was to have most of the
newsletter written by the membership eventually.

How QL World
saw the name
change at the

time!



They also aimed to start organising workshops
for the QL and even managed to send copies
of the newsletter to Nigel Searle, Sir Clive,
Psion and various other organisations before
Sinclair managed to send any QLs out to
customers! Leon also managed to find time to
write QL columns for magazines such as QL
World!
By the time the second issue (March 1984)
came out, the group had over 100 members,
which wasn’t as much as they’d hoped, but
now seems remarkable given that few, if any,
of them had a working QL at the time!
25 years on, the QL is still in use, Quanta is

First issue of Quanta newsletter

Leon Heller at “QL Is 21” in 2005

still here, and we
are now celebrating
25 years of QL-ing, 
our Silver Jubilee!

In 1985, it became obvious that QL sales were not living up to early expectations
partly because of the general downturn in the computer marketplace and partly
due to the negative press the QL had received at launch and probably because

the computer was seen as not particularly reliable and the fact that it had been
launched without the floppy disk drives or cassette tape interface which many

had hoped for.

So Sinclair embarked on a three quarter million pound marketing campaign,
and a major price reduction of the QL itself which became possible, if not vital,
because Sinclair needed the cash at a difficult time and needed to sell lots of

stock quickly! So, from September 2nd, QL and microdrive prices were cut…

Another hiccup which occurred was the loss of distributor
Prism Technology, which went into receivership in early 1985

with significant debts, as this article from Sinclair User shows.

Sinclair User, July 1985



Qlub’s article on cartridges: 
prices were slashed when 
production  reached large 

enough volumes.
Dixon’s newspaper 
advert for the now  
half – price QL in 

1985.

The price reduction of the QL to less than £200, 
increased its sales as it shows in this article 

(above).





Sinclair User, August 1985

QLUB, July 85

Sinclair User, August 1985

As if a knighthood wasn’t enough for him…

In 1985, Sinclair was 
admitting to financial 

problems. In mid June it 
seemed that Sinclair could 

be rescued by publisher 
Robert Maxwell. However, 

increased sales after price –
cutting carried Sinclair 
through 1985 and the 

Maxwell deal fell through.

Clive Sinclair and Robert Maxwell



Clive Sinclair and Alan Sugar at the announcement



Sir Clive Sinclair talking to Ken McMahon in 1986

Following the sale to Amstrad, concerns arose about the continued supply 
of microdrive cartridges. As the article below shows, Sinclair came to an 

agreement with microdrive manufacturer Ablex in Telford, England to 
secure future supplies of the cartridges for the next few years.

QL World, September 1986





Sandy UK PCP advertised Tony 
Tebby’s proposed “QLT” or “Futura”
computer, but it never saw the light 
of day because of the reluctance of 
Italian parent company, Farmintel. 
A PC board version was built but 

was short-lived.

In the period after after the QL was
discontinued, a number of QL compatible
machines were proposed, but few, if any

actually saw the light of day.

QView was a three-man band of Stuart
McKnight, Jonathan Oakley and Laurence
Reeves. This company, rather modestly
referred to as the QView International
Megacorporation, had previously brought
us the Minerva QDOS replacement ROM,
Caps Lock LED kit and a few other bits

and pieces. The Medusa was an ambitious
step forward, but never saw the light

of day as far as I know.

This article is from New Computer
Express magazine in 1990



•Thor 1 – 68008, uses a QL
circuit board

•Thor XVI – 68000 based
•Thor 20 – 68020 based

•Thor 1 – 68008, uses a QL
circuit board

•Thor XVI – 68000 based
•Thor 20 – 68020 based

The CST Thor computers were one of the few QL compatible systems to actually
See the light of day in this period – three main models were released.

Graham Priestly and 
David Oliver of CST

Only about 100 Thor 
XVI machines  were 

built  in the UK 
before CST moved 
to Denmark amid 
some controversy



Sinclair had been willing to licence QL boards for other 
manufacturers to use. From this came the ICL OPD 

(One Per Desk) computer as well as a few derivatives 
such as the BT Merlin Tonto and Australia Telecom’s 
AT Computerphone version. Based on QL hardware, 
including twin microdrive cartridges, the OPD was 

not a true QL compatible since ICL developed its own 
operating system and the microdrive format was 
different. It also featured a built-in telephone 

handset. The OPD was launched on 15th November 
1984

Merlin Tonto

OPD

AT Computerphone

Sandy Q-XT 640

Atari ST-QL emulator

Aurora Aurora based Minis-
QL



Claus Graf & Peter Graf

In 1989, a worrying situation arose. 
Ablex had stopped making microdrive 
cartridges and no more tape seemed 

available, so things looked bleak, but….



Q+4 Expansion System

CST Ram Plus Card

IEEE-488 Interface

Q-Disk, 2 versions

2-Slot Expander

Q-PI Parallel Interface

Q+4 Four Slot QL 
Expansion System

with Disk Interface
and drives

CST Computamate
Disk System

Computamate
disk drive

Graham Priestly 
and David Oliver

SCSI



Keyboard Interface Network Prover Micro Process Controller

Amadeus Interlink System Amadeus Interlink System
Robin Barker

Expandaram Miracle Modem

Miracle 
Floppy Disk 

Drives

Super gold Card

Gold Card
Trump Card Ser-Par 

Interface

Drive Expander

QXL
ED Drives QL Midi

Ser-Par Interface
(later version)

Miracle Hard Disk

Gold Card box

Stuart 
Honeyball



256K RAM Card 256K RAM Card With ROM Utils

Disk Interface CP/M 80 Card

QIMI Mouse Interface

Toolkit 2 EPROM cartridge

QFLP Floppy Disk
Upgrade ROM

QEPIII  Eprom Programmer

Tony Tebby
Although better known
as a software company

with products like QRAM,
QPAC1, QPAC2, QTYP
and so on, QJump did

release several add-ons
for the Sinclair QL

in the 1980s, until Tony
Tebby “retired” to live in

France in 1990.
QPAC2



Aurora Ron Dunnett

Q-Plane
QubIDE

QEPIII Eprom 
Programmer

Trump Card

Nasta (Zeljko 
Nastasic), 

who designed
Aurora and 

Qubide

CP/M – 68K

Firefly hard disk

Expansion Console

OScard

Tally

QL Executive Series

Disk DrivesQuest Memory Expansion Cards

Paul Bygrave,Technical Director



Uncased SuperQBoard Twin Expander Unit

SuperQBoard

SuperQBoard With Mouse
Sandy ‘Dark’ Printer

512K thru-con RAM Sandy Disk Drive Super-Disk Interface

512K thru-con RAM

Internal 512k RAM upgradeInternal 512k RAM upgradeInsider cardInsider card Insider disk interfaceInsider disk interface

Insider disk interface1/3 height disk drives



Simplex 512K RAMSimplex 512K RAM Simplex 256K RAM CardSimplex 256K RAM Card

Three different views of the Simplex Q+2 two slot expansion cardThree different views of the Simplex Q+2 two slot expansion card, which came with, which came with
its own power supply, allowing 2 peripheral cards (e.g. disk intits own power supply, allowing 2 peripheral cards (e.g. disk interface and RAM card)erface and RAM card)

to be used simultaneously.to be used simultaneously.

Simplex cased 512K RAMSimplex cased 512K RAM

Sinclair/Micro –
peripherals Disk 

System

Unreleased Sinclair 
prototype 128K RAM control

Sinclair Vision QL MonitorSinclair Disk Drivers

Sinclair Black Printer

Unreleased Sinclair 512K 
RAM card

Micro – peripherals 
Disk Interface

A Complete 
Sinclair System



Minerva

Superhermes 
Lite

Computer 
Cleaner 4 - Way

Romdisq
Tony Firshman

MPlane backplane

Hermes Co-Processor

I2C Interfaces 
for Minerva Mkii

ABC Mouse Interface CL Systems Digitiser

Cumana Disk Interface EPROM Services card

SPEM Digitiser

Harprom 192K
Eprom Board

Micro Peripherals
Printer Interface

Oberon Omni-
Reader OCR

Mersey Mouse

Q-Control Board Falkenberg Print-
Head ScannerQLEA Rom-Switcher



Kempston Parallel Printer
Interface (left) and Disk

Interface Card

Adman Services
switchable external

EPROM card

Medic Disk Interface
With Parallel Printer Port

MCS Multi-spooler Card

Astracom 1000
QL Modem

QCON Modem
Stack

Modem House
Brightstar
QL Modem

MCS Multi-ROM, a 16K
RAM Cartridge For
Switching Between

Multiple ROM Images

Pandora Case, from
NEMQLUG

Infolink Internal
512K RAM Expansion

Schon Replacement
Keyboard

Black Printer, Monitor
and Storage Box
from 4Systems

Microvitec Cub653
QL Monitor

Prism QL14
Monitor

JFC Keyboard-90
Interface

TRL Delta 128
Disk/Printer

Interface

MCS
Memo-disk



Sinclair wanted to promote the QL as a 
machine for small business and the “serious”

home user, so was not particularly keen for the 
QL to become a games machine, as the ZX 

Spectrum and earlier Sinclair computers had 
been seen. Luckily, third party software 

suppliers like Microdeal, Shadow Games, Digital 
Precision, Eidersoft and Medic didn’t have such 

reservations, so we quickly got a good little 
collection of games of all types for the QL! 

Even Sinclair eventually sold a few games like 
Cavern and The Pawn, for example.






